Vocabulary Review

Directions: Match the definition to the word, and write the letter on the line.

1. grew ____
   A. very, very big
2. turnip ____
   B. got bigger
3. enormous ___
   C. put something in the ground so it would grow
4. strong ____
   D. a round vegetable that grows under the ground and may be white or yellow
5. granddaughter ___
   E. full of power; not weak
6. planted ___
   F. the daughter of a person’s son or daughter

Directions: Circle the correct word and write it on the line.

7. The old woman called her ______________.
   A. strong       B. turnip       C. granddaughter
8. Once upon a time an old man ______________ a turnip.
   A. planted       B. enormous       C. strong
9. He told the turnip, “Grow, grow, little turnip, grow ___________.”
   A. strong       B. planted       C. enormous
10. The turnip _______________ up sweet and strong.
    A. planted       B. granddaughter       C. grew
11. The turnip was ________________
    A. granddaughter       B. enormous       C. planted
12. Up came the _______________ at last.
    A. grew       B. strong       C. turnip